
FILM CLASS

We’ll get started shortly! 

DAY FIVE



What we’ll do today
1. Getting your footage to your 

editing program
2. Editing, with free software, 

including sound!
3. Uploading your movie and 

sending it to me!



DAILY FILM RECOMMENDATION

FILM: The Castle of Cagliostro (1979) AVAILABLE ON: Netflix US

WATCH FOR: Editing! Watch the legendary chase scene at the beginning, 
especially, and pay attention to how the action builds between shots! It was a 

huge influence on Indiana Jones.



Did you use Smartphone, or Camera?
● We’ll be covering how you can edit your film on both!



Smartphone
● You’ll be editing on your device.
● Remember, the apps I recommend are either iMovie (on 

Apple devices) or Videoshop (available on every device!)



iMovie
● Load up all your shots into 

iMovie!
○ Remember, you can tap each clip, 

and drag the yellow highlight to 
trim the length!

● Between each clip will be a 
small box which you can tap 
to change the transition!
○ It’s set to a fade by default.



iMovie
● Let’s take a look at our 

bottom toolbar!
● Before, we really only 

talked about the first 
option - trimming clips, 
etc

● The second tab allows you 
to adjust speed! Want to 
slow something down 
dramatically? Or even have 
it slow to a freeze frame? 
It’s all possible!



iMovie
● Third tab is volume - great 

if there is any background 
noise you want to get rid 
of! You can just lower the 
volume.

● Fourth tab is Text! Want to 
put in a title? It’s very 
easy to do so!

● That leaves our fifth tab, 
which is all about filters.



iMovie
● If you’ve been on instagram, 

you’ve probably seen a lot 
of these.

● You can make the shadows in 
your film bolder, or give 
the whole film a retro, 
yellowish tint! Whichever 
you feel best suits your 
film. 

● Unfortunately, that’s it. 
iMovie is a bit limited. 
But! Videoshop is not!



iMovie
● To go to the iMovie sound 

library, click the big + in the 
top left corner.



iMovie
● There are plenty 

of options for 
sounds and music!

● You can also 
record your own 
voice with 
Voiceover!



iMovie
● There are options for sound 

effects and soundtracks! 
Let’s look at soundtracks 
first!

● You can tap each track to 
hear it, and then pull it 
into the project.

● You can tap and hold the 
track to move it - notice 
it is GREEN - that is 
important for later.



iMovie
● Let’s go back to the + and 

hit the Sound Effects 
options!

● The selection is a little 
smaller, but they might 
still be helpful! I 
especially love the 
Suspense sounds.

● Again, you can tap, hold 
and drag to reorganize - 
notice it will be BLUE!



iMovie
● So, those colors - they tell 

you whether a track i9s in 
the Foreground and 
Background!

● Music is automatically in 
the background, sound 
effects are automatically in 
the foreground.

● You can only have one track 
in the background. If you 
have one primary piece you 
want to use, have that in 
the background!



iMovie
● You can attach, slide 

and trim the sound and 
music in the timeline!

● When you’re finished, 
simply hit ‘Done’ in 
the top left corner.



iMovie
● Exporting

○ Hit the square with 
an arrow EXPORT 
button at the bottom 
center!

● You can save it to 
your gallery, or 
upload it to 
YouTube, or 
somewhere else!
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Videoshop on iPhone
● That’s it for iMovie. Let’s 

look at Videoshop.
● There are some odd differences 

between Android and iPhone. 
We’ll take a look at both - 
iPhone first.

● The music options are right on 
the front tab, let’s give it a 
look!



Videoshop on iPhone
● There is lots of copyright 

music snippets available! These 
will be available at the top.

● Note - this seems to be ONLY on 
iPhone. We will talk about 
Android later.



Videoshop on iPhone
● If you scroll down, you can 

find Originals - these are the 
same ones available on Android!

● There’s some good creepy music 
here, which I’m going to use. 

● You can tap the album art to 
listen to it, or tap ‘Use’ to… 
use it!



Videoshop on iPhone
● In Videoshop, the timeline is 

on the TOP of the screen.
● Your music will appear as a 

little speech bubble.You can 
tap and drag it to move it!

● Or, just tap it to open up some 
options. The first is overall 
volume control.



Videoshop on iPhone
● What if you want to 

change the volume in some 
places, but not others?

● That’s what Wave does - 
drag  to the point you 
want quieter, and then 
drag the circle lower, 
and higher where you want 
it full volume!



Videoshop on iPhone
● The last two options are Mute 

and Loop.
● Mute will silence anything 

underneath the music - good if 
you can hear some background 
noise behind your music.

● Loop will have your one piece 
of music repeat. 



Videoshop
● In the editing bay, swipe to 

the right to see a ton of cool 
options!

● You can adjust the speed, or 
even reverse footage.

● Swipe back, and click Filters - 
let's explore some of the 
options inside.



Videoshop
● There’s a wide array of 

filters to choose from!
● Some will bolden the shadows, 

some will highlight certain 
colors.



Videoshop
● You can even use specific ones 

to make it look like your 
footage is through a security 
camera, or change the weather!

● But, the brilliant thing about 
Videoshop is the Display tab - 
you can adjust a lot of these 
effects!  



Videoshop
● Brightness is fairly self 

explanatory, and something you 
might want to adjust a bit for 
your film!

● With the brightness higher up, 
the image overall looks a bit 
flat, but all the way down, and 
it’s too dark!

● Try and find a sweet spot 
somewhere in the middle that 
best suits your film.



Videoshop
● Contrast is a commonly utilized 

tool in color correction.
● Look at the image on the right. 

The contrast is set all the way 
to the right, and the image is 
flatter - most shadows reduced.

● Alternatively, he further you 
push it to the left, the 
stronger the shadows are, 
though you can still see the 
bright spots in the back.



Videoshop
● A neat feature Videoshop has 

that you might want to mess 
around with is this small box.

● Clicking it will open up 
another window, and only apply 
whatever filters and effects 
you’re using in that window!

● I selected blur, and used it to 
blur out one character, just as 
an example.



Videoshop
● Saturation is the intensity of 

a color!
● If you want your film to look a 

bit drearier and spookier, 
consider lowering the 
saturation!

● You can see what it did to my 
image on the right. 



Videoshop
● Lastly, there’s a vignette!
● This is a soft circle that 

encompasses the edges of the 
screen - it can make something 
feel a bit more cinematic and 
moody!

● Don’t go too far, though, like 
I did in the image on the 
right! You don’t want it to be 
too distracting. 



Videoshop on iPhone
● One last thing - text!
● I decided I wanted to add a 

title. I inserted a solid black 
clip to put my text over to 
create a title.

● As you can see, it also appears 
as a speech bubble on top of 
the screen. Tap it and you can 
change the length, how long it 
appears, what clip it appears 
in front of, etc.



Videoshop on iPhone
● Then, you’re ready to go! 

Hit the Save to Camera Roll 
option, as it’s easiest 
given how big our videos 
will be (unless you have a 
YouTube, feel free to upload 
it to your chanel and send 
me the link!)



Videoshop on Android
● The app looks a little 

different on Android. 
● First, the filters we talked 

about last class don’t appear 
until a bit later in the 
process!

● And with music, though you 
don’t have popular songs, you 
do have sound effects you can 
use, and still the ability to 
import downloaded songs!

● They still appear on the 
timeline in the same way.



Videoshop on Android
● The app looks a little 

different on Android. 
● First, the filters we talked 

about last class don’t appear 
until a bit later in the 
process!

● And with music, though you 
don’t have popular songs, you 
do have sound effects you can 
use, and still the ability to 
import downloaded songs!

● They still appear on the 
timeline in the same way.



Videoshop on Android
● Once you hit DONE in the top 

right corner, THEN you get the 
option to add filters. 
Unfortunately, you have a 
little less control here than 
on iPhone. But you cans till 
make it look a good bit 
spookier!



Videoshop on Android
● Then, just as on iPhone, either 

upload it to your channel, or 
click the big Save to Camera 
Roll button!

● Our videos will likely be 
rather big, so sending them 
through email will likely be 
rather difficult.



Videoshop
● Exporting

○ Hit the SHARE box 
w/ arrow in the top 
right corner

● Unfortunately, we 
will have to deal 
with a watermark 
in the free 
version, but 
that’s okay!



Videoshop
● You have so many 

options to export 
it!

● Feel free to 
upload it to 
YouTube if you 
have a channel - 
if not, Save it to 
your camera roll - 
we’ll talk about what to do next 
in a minute!



Importing your Footage for DSLR
● Mine looks like this



Importing your Footage for DSLR
● Find a place to store them



Editing Software
● Here is what I suggest

IF YOU ARE NEW TO EDITING
OpenShot (openshot.org)

IF YOU HAVE EXPERIENCE AND 
WANT TO TRY SOMETHING NEW

DaVinci Resolve

Both are free and will work on any sort of computer! If you have an editing software 
you already like, feel free to use it!



Editing Software
● I want to take a look at 

OpenShot with everyone, just to 
help out our first-time 
editors!

● It’s a totally free, totally 
safe download available at 
OPENSHOT.ORG



Audio Sources
● Incompetech is a great resource for using music!

○ https://incompetech.filmmusic.io/

● For sound effects, I would recommend SoundBible!
○ https://www.soundbible.com

https://incompetech.filmmusic.io/
https://www.soundbible.com


Exporting Video
● When you’re happy with 

your video, look for 
the round circle 
‘Export’ button!

● Choose a place to save 
it, and give it a name, 
and then press Export!



SUbmitting 
Work



GoFile.IO



Uploading content



Uploading content



Uploading content



Uploading content



Uploading content



Submitting Through GoFile on phone
● I have talked about GoFile a 

lot, but never showed you how 
it looks on smartphone! Let’s 
amend that.

● As you cans ee, the sidebar to 
jump to the Upload Files page 
is hidden - click the three 
lines in the top left to access 
them!



Submitting Through GoFile on phone
● On iPhone, when you hit the 

Click Here button, you’ll get 
the option to go to your Photo 
Library. Do that, and find your 
final exported video!



Submitting Through GoFile on phone
● You’ll get to see the size, and 

all the details - go ahead and 
click Upload!
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Midnight eastern time
TOMORROW
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https://www.kieran-quinn.com/varsity-
film

https://www.kieran-quinn.com/varsity-film-two
https://www.kieran-quinn.com/varsity-film-two

